Steric contribution of macromolecular crowding to the time and activation energy for preprotein translocation across the endoplasmic reticulum membrane.
Protein translocation from the cytosol to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) or vice versa, an essential process for cell function, includes the transport of preproteins destined to become secretory, luminal, or integral membrane proteins (translocation) or misfolded proteins returned to the cytoplasm to be degraded (retrotranslocation). An important aspect in this process that has not been fully studied is the molecular crowding at both sides of the ER membrane. By using models of polymers crossing a membrane through a pore, in an environment crowded by either static or dynamic spherical agents, we computed the following transport properties: the free energy, the activation energy, the force, and the transport times for translocation and retrotranslocation. Using experimental protein crowding data for the cytoplasm and ER sides, we showed that dynamic crowding, which resembles biological environments where proteins are translocated or retrotranslocated, increases markedly all the physical properties of translocation and retrotranslocation as compared with translocation in a diluted system. By contrast, transport properties in static crowded systems were similar to those in diluted conditions. In the dynamic regime, the effects of crowding were more notorious in the transport times, leading to a huge difference for large chains. We indicate that this difference is the result of the synergy between the free energy and the diffusivity of the translocating chain. That synergy leads to translocation rates similar to experimental measures in diluted systems, which indicates that the effects of crowding can be measured. Our data also indicate that effects of crowding cannot be neglected when studying translocation because protein dynamic crowding has a relevant steric contribution, which changes the properties of translocation.